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Abstract: Millions of apps available to smartphone owners re-

quest various permissions to resources on the devices including sensitive data such as location and contact information.
Disabling permissions for sensitive resources could improve
privacy but can also impact the usability of apps in ways users
may not be able to predict. We study an efficient approach that
ascertains the impact of disabling permissions on the usability
of apps through large-scale, crowdsourced user testing with
the ultimate goal of making recommendations to users about
which permissions can be disabled for improved privacy without sacrificing usability.
We replicate and significantly extend previous analysis that
showed the promise of a crowdsourcing approach where
crowd workers test and report back on various configurations
of an app. Through a large, between-subjects user experiment,
our work provides insight into the impact of removing permissions within and across different apps (our participants
tested three apps: Facebook Messenger (N=218), Instagram
(N=227), and Twitter (N=110)). We study the impact of removing various permissions within and across apps, and we
discover that it is possible to increase user privacy by disabling
app permissions while also maintaining app usability.
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1 Introduction
Various smartphone app marketplaces enable users to install
numerous applications from various categories such as social
networking, messaging, games, and utility apps. These apps
usually demand access to various sensitive resources such as a
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device’s location, camera, calendar, and address book. Access
to such resources may seem unnecessary for many apps — for
instance, Felt et al. found that around 33% of 940 Android
apps ask to access more resources than they need [18]. PrivacyGrade [39], a research project that uses crowdsourcing to
assign grades to apps based on users’ expectations and actual
permissions requested [32, 33], finds that apps’ privacy ratings
run the gamut with several popular apps receiving the lowest
‘D’ rating [30, 40, 43].
Access to such sensitive resources, in general, raises privacy concerns for users who may not have the ability to make
informed decisions about whether granting these permissions
is necessary or understand the consequences of denying permissions. Ostensibly to give users more control over privacy,
smartphone operating systems enable users to control whether
apps can access different sensitive resources in devices. In Android Lollipop and older, apps request various permissions to
access resources, and users must accept all of them to be able
to install the app or deny all of them and not install it. On
the other hand, in iOS and in the newest versions of Android
(Marshmallow and Nougat), users are prompted to grant specific permissions the first time an app attempts to use a sensitive resource. Furthermore, users can explicitly disable these
permissions by accessing the system settings panel.
To help users decide which permissions to disable, in prior
work we proposed a crowdsourced approach where crowd
workers test different configurations of apps (with different
combinations of permissions disabled) and report on their usability [24]. Based on the crowd’s feedback, suitable configurations can be identified that offer higher privacy (with some
sensitive permissions disabled) without sacrificing (much) usability. Furthermore, we proposed a “lattice-based” approach
(see Figure 1) to efficiently explore the search space of 2n configurations, where n is the number of permissions being explored. Our main hypothesis was that usability scores generally only decrease as the set of removed permissions grows
(i.e., along paths in the lattice). Thus, if an unusable configuration is encountered, all configurations disabling a superset
of those permissions can be ignored by the crowd, resulting in
a more structured exploration of the search space.
Our previous work showed the promise of the latticebased approach through a user study where we found that
scores were generally decreasing when more permissions are
removed, as we had hypothesized. Although our work was an
important first step, our previous study was exploratory with
a small number of participants (N=26), and we tested only a
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AD: Audio
CA: Camera
L : Location

{ AD, CA }

{ AD, L }

{ CA, L }

{ AD }

{ CA }

{L}

Usability Decreases

{ AD, CA, L }

Fig. 1. In the lattice-based approach [24], each node denotes the set
of permissions removed. Two nodes are connected if one node is a
strict superset of the other. Usability scores are expected to drop
along paths in the lattice, e.g., the usability of a configuration with
both ‘location’ and ‘camera’ access disabled is expected to have
usability equal to or worse than configurations with only ‘location’
or only ‘camera’ removed.

single app (Instagram), which limited the generalization of our
findings.
In this paper, we not only report on a large scale replication of the previous work, but we also incorporate an improved methodology and conduct a more extensive analysis
on the structure of the lattice across different apps. Whereas
prior work used a within-subjects experimental design (individual participants tested multiple configurations), we use
a between-subjects design (each participant tested only one
configuration) across three apps in different categories: Facebook Messenger (N=218), Instagram (N=227), and Twitter
(N=110). We also use established and validated usability
scales (Single Ease Question [SEQ] and System Usability
Scale [SUS] [47, 48]) to measure usability, whereas our prior
work measured “acceptability” using an unvalidated scale. Finally, we validate the lattice-based approach for multiple apps
and analyze the impact of removing permissions both within
and across different apps. In our previous work, we also sought
to validate the use of collaborative filtering to recommend versions based on user similarities. We do not attempt to replicate
those findings in this work as it would necessitate a separate
within-subjects design where participants test multiple configurations.
In summary, we sought to answer the following broad
research questions (we list specific hypotheses in Section 3)
through a more extensive user study:
R1: Is there always a trade-off between usability and privacy? Specifically, can we identify more private versions
of an app while maintaining the same level of usability?
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Even though there are many apps that ask for permissions that are not needed for their main functionality, and
thus removing those will not adversely affect usability, we
study the effect of removing permissions that are actually
needed or used by the apps. We seek to not only show
the existence of such situations in which removing needed
permissions does not greatly affect usability but to also
find usable versions that are more private than the original
apps in terms of removed permissions.
R2: How does disabling various sets of permissions affect the
usability of an app, and at what point do apps become
unusable as permissions are removed?
It is possible to find cases in which removing only one
permission causes an app to be unusable. In other cases,
removing multiple other permissions does not adversely
affect the usability of the app. Therefore, we seek to study
the structures of how the usability of apps vary as we remove different combinations and numbers of permissions.
R3: How is the usability of apps from different categories affected by disabling various permissions?
Although it may seem obvious that removing the microphone permission will make voice-chatting apps useless
because their main task (making calls) is based on that
permission, in other apps that have several tasks (e.g,
Twitter), the effect of disabling permissions is not so predictable. Therefore, we seek to compare the usability impact of removing different permissions on a variety of
apps (both within and across apps).
R4: To what extent do different permissions affect the usability of apps?
To shed further light on R3, we would like to quantify the
overall impact of removing individual permissions from
apps, which can be useful to isolate and estimate the importance (for usability) of various permissions for an app.
Such estimates can be used to improve the state of the art
for recommendation interfaces to assist users in picking
suitable permission configurations by explaining the privacy and usability trade-offs to users.
Our contributions. Beyond the replication component, we
study the lattice structures of three different apps and show
that it is possible to increase user privacy by disabling app permissions while maintaining app usability across multiple apps.
We also study the impact of removing permissions within and
across apps. Our analysis shows how we can quantify the potential usability impact of disabling certain permissions with
implications for the design of interfaces that guide users to
make better privacy choices while configuring permissions for
apps without having to guess the usability impact of their decisions. Overall, we provide deeper insight into how a crowdsourcing strategy for exploring app configurations can be ap-
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plied to perform a guided search for configurations that improves privacy without sacrificing usability.

2 Related Work
Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing refers to “the act of taking a job traditionally
performed by a designated agent (usually an employee) and
outsourcing it to an undefined, generally large group of people in the form of an open call” [23]. This technique has been
used in several contexts in the literature, but we focus on its
usage to improve users’ privacy and security. In particular, we
consider splitting the task of exploring various permission configurations among a large group of crowd workers instead of a
single user for whom the task would be too onerous.
Crowdsourcing security in general. Crowdsourcing has
long been explored by the security community, e.g., for spam
detection where email recipients can flag emails as ‘spam’ [10,
62], validating certificates [42, 58], ‘peer patching’ where collaborating nodes can attain better security by sharing information [7, 14], and improved security and privacy through a focus
on communities [15, 21]. Other examples of crowdsourcingbased systems are the Crowdroid malware-detection framework that dynamically analyzes apps’ behaviors [6], and the
Super-Ego framework that resides between the smartphone OS
and apps and leverages crowdsourcing to decide whether to
grant apps access to location [55].
Crowdsourcing and smartphone app permissions. Several
recent works have employed crowdsourcing in the context of
smartphone apps and privacy. Crowdsourcing was used to capture users’ expectations and reactions about privacy-related
behaviors and permission usage in Android apps to determine
whether apps demand more permissions than warranted by
most users [2, 32, 33]. Also, ProtectMyPrivacy (PMP) [1] and
RecDroid [41] employ crowdsourcing to provide privacy setting recommendations to users based on the crowd’s preferences. However, unlike our study, they do not examine the usability implications of the privacy preferences. Our approach
is to instead focus on users’ feedback through actual use to assess the impact of selectively disabling various permissions on
the app’s usability [24] (we significantly expand on our previous work as described in Section 1).

Permission purposes and users’ perceptions

Previous studies show that many users cannot make informed
decisions when it comes to granting permissions to apps because of interface issues as well as a lack of understanding
of permissions in general [4, 19, 20, 27]. Kelley et al. found
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that more privacy information about permissions, as well as
the timing of when this information is displayed, are helpful
for users to make better privacy decisions [28]. Wang et al.
used text-based features from apps’ code and machine learning
techniques to infer the purpose of the permissions requested by
apps, which can be used to improve users’ privacy through informed decisions [57]. Personalized Privacy Assistant (PPA)
assigns privacy profiles to users based on their own privacy
preferences and uses these profiles to recommend changes in
permission settings [34]. Moreover, in the context of thirdparty apps for cloud services, Harkous et al. proposed a new
permission model that informs users about what apps can infer
about them based on the data that they can access [22].
In iOS and the newest Android versions (Marshmallow
and Nougat), a user is asked to grant a permission the first time
an app needs it. The “ask-on-first-use” technique in requesting
permission may not be adequate because the context in which
apps use permissions may change after the first permission request [59]. Instead, a better technique may be needed to infer
users’ permission preferences and prompt them in the cases
when they may find the permission requests concerning [59].
In User-Driven Access Control (UDAC), the operating system
grants permissions to apps by capturing users’ intentions from
their actions (such as tapping on a trusted button to take a
photo). However, it is unclear how this approach applies to
the background use of permissions [44]. Alternatively, we advocate an approach where users test app configurations to find
permissions that can be removed while maintaining reasonable
usability. Our approach can thus indicate to users the usability
impacts of removing various permissions.

Binary analysis of permission usage

When disabling apps’ permissions, there is a trade-off between
the gain of privacy and the loss of usability. Some researchers
have studied this problem by analyzing runtime behaviors of
apps. For example, Kennedy et al. designed Pyandrazzi, a system that automatically evaluates the run-time effects of removing permissions from Android apps [29]. While Pyandrazzi
evaluates the effects of permission removal on applications automatically, here we evaluate application usability based on
actual usage by users. AppScanner uses automation to analyze
and learn applications’ behaviors to find privacy-related issues
and then uses crowdsourcing to learn “what kinds of privacy
concerns and surprises people have” [2]. Stowaway is an automated tool that detects unnecessary permissions requested by
apps [18]. XManDroid analyzes communications across applications at run time and, based on specified security rules, it
detects and prevents privilege escalation attacks at the application level [5].
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3 Hypotheses
In this section, we describe the specific hypotheses that we
seek to test in this paper.
H1: Increasing privacy (operationalized as removing permissions) does not affect usability (operationalized as equal
SEQ scores).
Although there are many factors that can affect mobile users’ privacy, in this study we focus on disabling
“dangerous” permissions that are known to impact privacy [11]. So, as the number of disabled permissions increases, the amount of private information that apps can
access is reduced.
H2: The lattice relationship holds, which means that whenever an unusable version is found, as we remove more
permissions and move upwards in the lattice, the usability
scores (operationalized as SEQ scores) of the other versions do not increase.
We seek to verify the lattice relationship using three different exemplar apps. The point of studying the differing
lattice structures is to understand the gradient with which
usability decreases for different categories of apps and
how ‘high’ in the lattice we can find a version that does
not significantly affect usability while (perhaps greatly)
increasing privacy.
H3: There is an interaction between the type of permission
disabled (e.g., camera) and the type of app (e.g., messaging apps) on usability. Removing various types of permissions affects different kinds of apps differently.
Although different apps need different permissions for
their functionality, these permissions differ in their level
of importance to the apps. We seek to quantify and study
to what degree different permissions are important to different classes of apps.

4 Method
We conducted a 3 (app) x 16 (permission configuration)
between-subjects experiment with participants recruited via
Amazon Mechanical Turk. We tested three social-networking
apps from different categories as described in Section 4.1:
Facebook Messenger, Instagram, and Twitter. We generated
multiple versions of each app by disabling different subsets
of permissions.
Each participant was assigned a random version of one
app to install in his/her Android device. The between-subjects
design ensured that each participant interacted with only one
version of one app. We then provided a list of tasks for each
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participant to perform in that version of the app (these tasks
were fixed for each app category). Participants were asked to
provide us with their feedback about its usability using both
post-task and post-test questionnaires (i.e., the standardized
SEQ and SUS scales [47, 48] described in Section 4.3). These
scales measure usability as defined by the ISO, which defines
usability as: “The extent to which a product can be used by
specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use” [25].
The ISO definition is agnostic about the underlying reason
(e.g., a bug, error, bad UI design) for poor usability. Thus, we
measure usability based on users’ experience and perception
of the usability of the version of the app they were assigned.

4.1 App Selection
To test our hypotheses and compare the impact of removing permissions from different apps, we chose three popular
social-networking apps that span three categories: messaging,
photography, and microblogging. Although all three apps chosen are social networking apps, they are exemplars of very specific functionality. Primarily, Facebook Messenger is used for
exchanging messages between friends, Instagram for sharing
photos, and Twitter for microblogging. As discussed in more
detail in Section 7, these apps are actively used by more than
a billion users combined each month [52–54], allowing us to
feasibly test a smaller selection of apps relevant to a large population without having to expend considerable resources that
would be needed to study a larger selection of apps.
Messaging. Messaging apps enable users to exchange text
messages, images, and videos. They differ from the standard
text/multimedia messages (SMS/MMS) in that they can use
the data plan or wifi instead of relying solely on the cellular
network. In addition to avoiding per-message charges, these
apps have risen in popularity for their expanded set of features such as message delivery notifications, location sharing,
and the ability to create group conversations. Facebook Messenger is the second most popular messaging app after WhatsApp [51]. We chose Facebook Messenger over WhatsApp because it uses emails to identify users instead of phone numbers,
which made it more convenient to conduct our experiment using test accounts.
Photography. Several photography apps enable users to
take photos and/or videos, edit them, and then share them with
others. The ability to enhance the images and videos in novel
ways before sharing them with established social networks has
made these apps popular despite the existence of default camera apps on the phone. We used Instagram, which is one of the
top three photography apps across platforms [3, 13].
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Microblogging. Microblogging apps enable users to
quickly share brief messages with others with optionally attached content (e.g., images and videos). We chose Twitter
since it is by far the most popular microblogging app [56].

4.2 Generating Versions for each App
For each app in our study, we created several different versions
with different combinations of permissions disabled.
Disabling permissions. In Android apps, the permissions
are listed in the manifest file. We used Apktool to unpack the
apps, access the manifest files, modify the list of permissions
requested by the apps, and then repackage the apps [9]. We did
not modify any application code.
Permissions used in our experiment. The apps that we
selected request various permissions in their manifest files.
According to the Android Developer website, these permissions vary in their protection level (Normal vs. Dangerous) based on the risks they introduce to users’ privacy [11]. We specifically focus on the “dangerous” permissions that request access to private user data such as
contacts and location. Focusing on dangerous permissions
allows us to maximize the potential privacy gain to users.
To explore the entire lattice space, we focused on four dangerous permissions that were common to the three apps we
selected. We used the permissions that request access to the
following resources and data in users’ devices: 1) microphone (RECORD_AUDIO), 2) camera (CAMERA), 3) location
(ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION, ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION),
and 4) contacts (READ_CONTACTS, WRITE_CONTACTS). Using these four permissions, we generated 24 = 16 customized
versions of each app corresponding to each possible subset of
permissions (including the original app where no permissions
were removed). In Twitter, we used only eight of these versions, always leaving the location permission enabled, because
we discovered from our pilot study that disabling the location
permission cripples the app completely.

4.3 Questionnaire
After consenting to participate in our study, participants were
a) asked screening questions to insure their eligibility to participate in the study; b) asked questions about their demographics and how often they performed various activities in the app;
c) given a link to an app version to install on their phones;
and d) given a list of tasks to perform using that version. Following each task, participants were asked to assess the ease
of performing the task by answering a Single Ease Question
(SEQ) [48]. At the end of all tasks, participants were asked
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to answer a System Usability Scale (SUS) [47]. The complete
survey can be found in Appendix B.
Screening. Participants were required to be at least 18
years old, to be living in the United States, to have an Android
device with Internet connectivity, and to be a current user of
the test app. Since MTurkers vary in reliability, we followed
the suggested practice of restricting participation to MTurkers
with a 95% successful task-completion rate [38] and to exclude data from participants who failed attention-check questions for which the answers are known [31].
Demographics and activity level. We asked participants
different demographic questions including their gender, age,
highest level of education, and their primary racial or ethnic
background. We also asked them about their activity level in
the app and what features they usually use. These questions
were presented before the tasks (described below) and were
used to validate the choice of tasks as well as to study how
much a feature’s use affects usability ratings for those tasks.
Version installation. For each participant, we assigned one
version of an app at random to minimize order effects. Each
participant tested only one version of only one app. Since installing our customized version is a very important step to be
able to complete the study, we provided technical support via
email to help participants who faced problems while installing
the version (about 9–10% of participants required such support, which typically involved 2–4 email exchanges).
Testing each version through tasks. For each app in our
study, we determined a set of salient features related to the
permissions that we varied. We created a list of all conceivable tasks that can be performed with those features. We then
picked a representative set from these tasks, combined that list
with some general tasks common to the apps that are not affected by the permissions (e.g., sending text messages in Facebook Messenger and liking pictures in Instagram) to create our
task list. We then pilot tested the list, and our participants reported that these tasks corresponded to common use cases. Our
tasks, therefore, correspond to the popular features and uses of
these apps and are representative of common usage patterns
for the apps we selected. Figure 2 shows a sample task in
which we asked users to take a picture using the Instagram
app’s camera and share it. The full list of tasks can be found
in Appendix B. These tasks were presented to participants in
random order to minimize order effects.
Single Ease Question (SEQ). As shown in Figure 2, after each task, we asked participants whether they successfully performed that task followed by a Single Ease Question
(SEQ) [48]. The SEQ is a post-task usability measure that has
a single 7-point Likert scale question about task difficulty (1
is ‘very difficult’ and 7 is ‘very easy’). It is known to be reliable and easy to respond to [46]. Following our pilot study,
we modified the question to include a short description of the
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if they couldn’t complete some of the tasks. Moreover, pilot
studies allowed us to validate that the tasks we picked are common among participants. They also helped us to validate that
the survey can be finished within 30 minutes.

4.5 Study Procedures

Fig. 2. A sample task.

task for clarity. For example, instead of asking “Overall how
difficult or easy did you find this task?” for sharing a photo,
we asked “Overall how difficult or easy did you find it to take
a picture using Instagram’s camera and post it?”
System Usability Scale (SUS). After all tasks, participants
were asked to rate the usability of the customized app version
on a System Usability Scale (SUS) [47]. The SUS is a post-test
usability measure that has 10 questions, each with 5-point Likert scale ranging from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree.’
To avoid confusion, we modified the wording in the questions
to ask about the “customized version of the app” instead of
using the word “system.”
Exclusion criteria and attention-check questions. We used
four compliance and attention check questions. For example,
when we created the different versions of the apps, we modified the name that appears in the app list to be “appname-N”
where ‘appname’ is the original app’s name, and N is the version number, which ranged between 0–15. We asked participants to report the name of the installed app to ensure that
they use our customized app version and not the original one
from the app store. We also added attention-check questions
such as “Please answer ‘Rarely’ to this question.” Finally, we
chose to exclude data from participants who answered “I don’t
know” to three or more of the questions that ask whether they
successfully performed a task.

Power analysis: Determining the sample size. To estimate the
number of participants needed for each version of each app to
test our hypotheses, we conducted a prospective power analysis. Assuming effect size = 0.25 (to be able detect small and
medium effects), α = 0.05, power = 0.85, and if interaction is
expected (we would like to compare the effects of different removed permissions on different apps), at least 11 participants
are needed for each version. Assuming a drop-out rate of 5
because of the exclusion criteria, we therefore aimed to recruit
16 per version, for an estimated 256, 256 and 128 users for
Facebook Messenger, Instagram and Twitter respectively.
Ethical considerations. This study was approved by our
institution’s ethics board. To protect participants’ privacy and
to comply with Amazon Mechanical Turk’s terms of service,
we provided credentials for participants to use in the test apps
instead of using their own profiles. For tasks that required
participants to add location tags, we instructed them to tag
any arbitrary location. For tasks that involved taking photos
or videos, we instructed participants to not capture anything
identifiable (e.g., by recording an image/video of a room’s
wall). For the tasks that required access to the contacts, because adding friends from contacts in the test apps results in
uploading the contacts to their servers, we made this task optional (47% of our participants opted out of this task due to
privacy concerns). Finally, our institution’s general counsel approved our modification of the three apps’ manifest files in this
study based on a fair use analysis.
Compensation. Participants who missed at most one out
of four attention-check questions were paid $3.00. Those who
missed two or more were not compensated. Since our survey was designed to be finished in 30 minutes (and validated
through our pilot studies), we picked this price to be commensurate with what many workers in Mechanical Turk consider
to be ethical and fair ($0.10 per minute) [60].

4.4 Pilot Studies
4.6 Statistical Analysis
We ran multiple pilot studies for each one of the apps to identify issues with the apps and survey questions. For example,
the pilot studies revealed how removing the location permission cripples Twitter. Also, we re-worded our survey to indicate that it is expected for some tasks to fail, because some
participants were concerned about their work being rejected

We verified the underlying assumptions of the parametric tests
against our data. Each data point is independent; Shapiro-Wilk
test result (W=0.99, p>0.05) verifies the normality assumption; and Levene’s test result (F=2.01, p>0.05) verifies the homoscedasticity assumption. For the hypotheses H1 and H2,
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5 Findings
We now describe our findings based on our sample of 555 participants across the three apps.

6

SEQ score

we use ANOVAs and t-tests. Whenever we find a significant
difference, we calculate the effect size using Cohen’s D which
helps to measure the magnitude of the observed effect and provides an objective measure of its importance. For H3, to test
the interaction between the type of app and the type of removed permission, we use factorial ANOVA where the app
and removed permissions are the main effects (independent
variables), and the SEQ score is the dependent variable. Where
appropriate, we use the Benjamini Hochberg (BH) correction
for multiple comparisons with α = 0.05. We use BH instead
of Bonferroni because the latter is more conservative and has
less statistical power especially when the number of comparisons is large, which is the case in our study. Finally, to isolate the effect of removing each permission on apps’ usability,
we performed multiple linear regression analysis in which the
SEQ score is the outcome and the permissions are the independent variables. We coded the permissions as dummy categorical variables with a value of 0 if the permission is removed,
and 1 if the permission is present.

App
Facebook
Messenger
Instagram
Twitter

4

2

0

1

2

3

4

Number of Removed Permissions

Fig. 3. A scatter plot of the SEQ scores for the three apps.

missions requested by an app frequently (“Almost every time”
or “Every time”) before installing an app. Most (70%) reported
stopping an installation of an app due to the requested permissions at least once. Since we asked participants to temporarily change their security settings to be able to install our customized app, there is a possibility that people who were more
concerned about their privacy dropped out of the study before
installing the app, which may have resulted in a bias in our
sample. Still, as indicated above, our sample included a considerable fraction of privacy-conscious participants.

5.1 Participants and Demographics
We ran our study between December 2015 and February 2016
with a total of 633 participants enrolled (260 for Facebook
Messenger, 243 for Instagram, and 130 for Twitter). After applying our exclusion criteria (see Section 4.3), we ended up
with a total of N=555 participants (218 for Facebook Messenger, 227 for Instagram, and 110 for Twitter). Each version was
tested by 13–18 participants, thus meeting the 11-participant
threshold established by the power analysis (see Section 4.5).
Our final sample consisted of 239 women (43.06%) and
309 men (55.68%). Their ages ranged from 18–65 years, although most were between 18–49 (97.29%) years old. Most
had either finished high school (41.80%) or received an undergraduate degree (48.64%). All participants used Android
5 (Lollipop) or older. At the time of our study, Android 6
(Marshmallow) was not yet widely adopted as we ran our
study soon after its announcement in October 2015. The majority of participants were familiar with the Android platform
and were frequent users of the apps they were assigned. Most
participants had used an Android device for more than three
years and reported using their assigned app at least once a
week. Among all participants, 52.79% reported checking per-

5.2 Usability Measures
As mentioned in Section 4.3, we assessed usability from users’
perception with two measures, the post-task SEQ and post-test
SUS. The SEQ and SUS scales are known to be correlated [49]
and were correlated in our results (r=0.645, p<0.001). Since
we are interested in measuring the impact of disabling specific
permissions and collected the SEQ associated with each permission removed, we will focus on the SEQ as the usability
measure for our analysis.

5.3 The Number of Removed Permissions
and Usability
We begin our analysis by first considering if and how the number of permissions removed impacts usability. For each version
of each app, we generated a usability score by calculating the
mean value of the SEQ scores across tasks. Using this measure, we find a relationship between usability and the number of removed permissions. Our results indicate that the difference in usability as we remove more permissions is statis-
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( 2.97, 1.10, 15)

No. of Removed permissions Facebook Messenger
Instagram
0–1
0.37
0.01∗ L
0–2
0.01∗ L
< 0.001***VL
0–3
0.01∗ L
< 0.001***VL
0–4
0.01∗VL
< 0.001***VL
1–2
< 0.001*** L
< 0.001*** M
1–3
< 0.001*** L
< 0.001***VL
1–4
< 0.001***VL
< 0.001***VL
2–3
0.82
< 0.001*** M
2–4
0.09
< 0.001***VL
3–4
0.09
0.02∗ M
Statistical significance: *** p <0.001, ** p <0.01, * p <0.05
Effect size: M: Medium, L: Large, VL: Very Large

Twitter
0.54
0.20
0.14

L4 (2.97,1.10,15)

{ AD, CA, L, CN }

( 3.85, 1.66,14)

0.08
0.08
0.54

Table 1. Adjusted p-values along with the effect sizes for pairwise
t-test for all combinations of the number of removed permissions.

L3 (3.57, 1.40, 53)

( 3.46, 1.26, 13)

( 3.65, 1.68, 13)

( 3.30, 0.97, 13)

{ AD, CA, CN }

{ AD, CA, L }

{ AD, L, CN }

{ CA, L, CN }

{ CA, L }

{ CA, CN }

L2 (3.47, 1.21, 82)
{ AD, CA }

{ AD, CN }

{ AD, L }
( 2.93, 1.26, 13)

( 3.21, 0.48, 13)

L1 (4.53, 1.30, 54)

{ AD }
( 4.09, 1.06,14)

( 3.50, 0.91, 13)

( 3.61, 1.05, 14)

{ CN }

{L}

{ CA }

( 4.25, 1.58, 13)

( 4.12, 0.87,13)

{ L, CN }

( 3.41, 1.03, 15) ( 4.23, 1.92, 14)

( 5.59, 1.03, 14)
No of Permissions Removed

{ AD, CA, L, CN } AD : RECORD_AUDIO
CA : CAMERA
L : LOCATION

L0 (5.32, 1.30,14)

tically significant in the three apps; the ANOVA results are
as follows: Facebook Messenger (F(4)=11.9, p<0.001), Instagram (F(4)=25.5, p<0.001), Twitter (F(3)=2.8, p=0.04). Figure 3 shows a scatter plot of the SEQ scores.
To investigate differences at each level, we conducted
post-hoc t-tests. The results for the post-hoc t-tests (with BH
correction) to find which values differ from each other are
shown in Table 1. The pairs in the first column are the number of removed permissions. For instance, “1 – 2” refers to the
difference in usability scores for when 1 vs. 2 permissions are
removed. We also indicate the effect sizes based on Cohen’s
D1 (the exact values are provided in Table 5 in Appendix A).
Based on this analysis, we find that it is possible to remove
permissions while maintaining the same level of usability. Table 1 shows multiple instances where there was no difference
in usability between versions of apps that had permissions removed, which provides partial support for H1. For example,
there was no difference in usability in the version of Facebook Messenger or Twitter that had 0–1 permission removed.
Although in some cases increasing privacy (by removing permissions) does negatively affect usability, in other cases it does
not. This suggests that there are indeed conditions where there
is no privacy-usability trade-off and that apps can be designed
to maintain usability while providing a high degree of privacy.

( 2.97, 1.10, 15) CN : CONTACTS

{ }

Mean Standard Sample
Deviation Size

( 5.32, 1.30, 14)

(a). Facebook Messenger
( 3.03, 0.78, 18)
L4 (3.03,0.78,18)

{ AD, CA, L, CN }

( 3.31, 0.66, 16)
L3 (3.57, 0.99, 57)

{ AD, CA, L }

( 3.19, 1.03, 15)

( 4.04, 1.34, 13)

( 3.89, 0.67, 13)

{ AD, L, CN }

{ AD, CA, CN }

{ CA, L, CN }

L2 (4.31, 1.19, 80)
{ AD, CA }

( 4.93, 0.74, 13)

L1 (5.04, 1.17, 59)

{ AD }
( 5.0, 0.97, 13)

{ CA, L }

{ AD, CN }

{ AD, L }

( 3.81, 0.96, 13)

{ CA, CN }

( 3.57, 1.21, 15)

( 5.36, 0.82, 13)

{ CN }

{L}

{ CA }

( 5.19, 1.19, 13)

( 4.1, 1.16,13)

{ L, CN }

( 3.32, 0.77, 13) ( 5.02, 0.82, 13)

( 5.66, 0.92, 17)
No of Permissions Removed
AD : RECORD_AUDIO

{ AD, CA, L, CN } CA : CAMERA
( 3.03, 0.78, 18)

L0 (5.89, 0.94, 13)

{ }

L : LOCATION
CN : CONTACTS

Mean Standard Sample
Deviation Size

( 5.89, 0.94, 13)

(b). Instagram
( 4.76, 1.12, 15)

L3 (4.76, 1.12, 15)

{ AD, CA, CN }

L2 (5.02, 1.08, 41)
{ AD, CA }
( 4.50, 1.36, 13)

{ CA, CN }

{ AD, CN }

( 4.85, 0.71, 15)

( 5.72, 0.75,13)

L1 (5.44, 0.91, 41)
{ AD }

5.4 Usability Scores in the Lattice

( 5.70, 0.64, 14)

{ CN }

{ CA }

( 5.83, 0.87, 14)

( 4.73, 0.83, 13)

{ AD, CA, CN }

Within each app, we examined the usability differences between the versions that we created. Our ANOVA results indicate that, for each app, there is a significant difference in
usability scores for different versions: Facebook Messenger
(F(15)=4.9, p<0.001), Instagram (F(15)=16.3, p<0.001), and
Twitter (F(7)=4.2, p<0.001). We performed further analysis

1 We use the following thresholds to interpret the effect size: 0.20: small,
0.50: medium , 0.80: large, and 1.30: very large [16]

L0 (5.71, 1.47, 13)

{ }
( 5.71, 1.47, 13)

( 3.03, 0.78, 18)

No of Permissions
Removed

AD : RECORD_AUDIO
CA : CAMERA
CN : CONTACTS

Mean Standard Sample
Deviation Size

(c). Twitter
Fig. 4. The lattice structures for the tested apps. The dashed red arrows indicate significant differences in the usability scores between
the connected nodes where the arrow thickness represents the effect size (large or very large). The nodes with dashed red borders
indicate less usable versions due to below-average usability, and the
shaded nodes represent significant drops in usability compared to
the original app.
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of the usability scores using three approaches. First, to determine version-specific differences, in Section 5.4.1, we tested
the differences in usability between each pair of versions that
have subset relationships, i.e., connected with edges in the lattice structure. In Section 5.4.2, we used a threshold based on
average scores for the SEQ scale in general. We labeled a version to be ‘less usable’ if its score is below the average, and
‘more usable’ if its score is equal to or more than the average.
Finally, in Section 5.4.3, we compared the usability scores of
different versions of each app with the original, unmodified
version as a baseline.

5.4.1 How Usability Changes through the Lattice

For each arrow in the lattice, where each version is represented
as a node, we performed t-tests (with BH correction) to check
whether the difference between scores is significant. As shown
in Figure 4, for each significant result, we indicate the effect
size using Cohen’s D (the exact values are provided in Table 6
in Appendix A) — the dashed red arrows indicate significant
differences in usability scores between the connected versions.
The effect sizes that we found are ‘large’ and ‘very large’ and
are shown by thin and thick dashed red arrows respectively. We
can see in the three figures that whenever there is a significant
difference between nodes in the lattice, the usability scores are
decreasing, which supports our hypothesis H2 since all nonsignificant differences are expected to have a small effect size
based on the statistical power of our experiment.
Moreover, the first four rows of Table 1 show that for
Instagram and Facebook Messenger, whenever the usability
drops significantly, removing more permissions also results
in significant drops in usability. The lattice relationship [24]
holds, and we accept our hypothesis H2.

5.4.2 Versions with Below-average Usability

For the SEQ, it is recommended to consider anything below
4.8 as ‘below average’ [36, 48]. In Figure 4, the nodes with
dashed red borders indicate below-average usability and thus
are labled as ‘less usable’. We can see that whenever a node is
less usable due to below-average usability, all of its successors
in the upper levels are also less usable (with only one exception
in Figure 4c). This validates the pruning strategy proposed in
our prior study [24] for efficiently exploring the lattice and
provides further support for H2. That is, whenever we find a
less usable node, we stop exploring its successors above it in
the lattice because they are also expected to be less usable.

Removed Permissions Facebook Messenger
Instagram
{AD}
0.01* L
0.06
{CA}
0.01* L
<0.001***VL
{L}
0.07
0.10
{CN}
0.54
0.51
{AD,CA}
<0.001***VL
<0.001***VL
{AD,L}
<0.001***VL
0.01* L
{AD,CN}
0.001**VL
0.15
{CA,L}
<0.001***VL
<0.001***VL
{CA,CN}
<0.001***VL
<0.001***VL
{L,CN}
0.07
0.06
{AD,CA,L}
0.01* L
<0.001***VL
{AD,CA,CN}
<0.001***VL
<0.001***VL
{AD,L,CN}
0.01* L
<0.001***VL
{CA,L,CN}
0.001**VL
<0.001***VL
{AD,CA,L,CN}
<0.001***VL
<0.001***VL
Statistical significance: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
AD: Audio, CA: Camera, L: Location, CN: Contacts
Effect size: M: Medium, L: Large, VL: Very Large

Twitter
0.98
0.12
0.98
0.12
0.98
0.12

0.12

Table 2. The adjusted p-values along with the effect sizes for the ttests between the baseline (the original app without any removed
permissions) and all other versions.

5.4.3 Usability Compared to the Original App

For each app, we used the original version as a baseline and
performed t-tests (with BH correction) to compare its usability
score with all other versions. This comparison detects significant drops in usability compared to the baseline. The shaded
nodes in Figure 4 represent ‘large’ or ‘very large’ drops in
usability (Cohen’s D values are shown in Table 4 in Appendix A). As shown in Table 2:
Facebook Messenger. All of the versions have significantly lower usability compared to the original app except {L},
{CN} and {L,CN}. This means that usability does not have to
be traded off for privacy in these cases which provides further
support for H1.
Instagram. All versions have significantly lower usability compared to the original app except {AD}, {L}, {CN},
{AD,CN} and {L,CN}. Removing these permissions does not
have a significant effect on the usability of the app again supporting H1.
Twitter. None of the versions have a significant difference
in usability compared to the original app. This means that in
Twitter, removing any of the three permissions (camera, audio,
and contacts) does not introduce a trade-off between privacy
and usability, thus supporting H1.

5.5 Impact of Removing Permissions
across Apps
To study the impact of removing permissions on the usability
of different apps, we tested the interaction between the app and
the removed permissions using the following model:
SEQ ∼ removed permissions + app + app ∗ removed permissions
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Removed Permissions
DF F value Adjusted p-value
{}
2
0.97
0.50
{AD}
2
7.63
0.002**
{CA}
2
1.41
0.39
{L}
1
5.21
0.04*
2
0.18
0.88
{CN}
{AD,CA}
2
4.52
0.03*
{AD,L}
1
21.74
<0.001***
{AD,CN}
2
14.48
<0.001***
{CA,L}
1
0.03
0.88
{CA,CN}
2
9.09
<0.001***
{L,CN}
1
4.48
0.06
{AD,CA,L}
1
1.86
0.30
{AD,CA,CN}
2
6.31
0.006**
{AD,L,CN}
1
0.83
0.51
{CA,L,CN}
1
0.43
0.63
{AD,CA,L,CN}
1
0.02
0.89
Statistical significance: *** p <0.001, ** p <0.01, * p <0.05
AD: Audio, CA: Camera, L: Location, CN: Contacts

Table 3. The adjusted p-values for the effect of app type on each
combination of removed permissions.

The factorial ANOVA showed significant results for the main
effects: removed permissions (F(15, 515)=15.49, p<0.001),
and app (F(2, 515)=34.50, p<0.001). It also revealed that there
is a significant interaction (F(22, 515)=2.5, p<0.001). These
results show a significant effect of removing some permissions
on the usability scores and each app is impacted differently; so
we accept hypothesis H3.
Simple Effects Analysis. Since the interaction was significant, we performed a follow-up simple effects analysis which
helps to look at the effect of one independent variable (app) at
each level of the other independent variable (removed permissions). Our results (shown in Table 3) suggest that removing
the following permission combinations has a significant different impact of usability scores on the three apps: {AD}, {L},
{AD,CA}, {AD,L}, {AD,CN}, {CA,CN}, {AD,CA,CN}. In
particular, removing the camera or contacts permissions affects all apps relatively uniformly, whereas removing the audio
or location permissions affects the apps differently.

5.6 Quantifying the Impact of Permissions
within Apps
As shown in the following equation, we use multiple linear
regression analysis to isolate and quantify (in SEQ units) the
effect of removing each permission on apps’ usability:
SEQ = β0 + β1 AD + β2 CA + β3 L + β4 CN
β0 yields the baseline mean of an app’s usability (in SEQ units)
with all permissions removed (and quantifies other factors that
affect usability other than the four permissions). Each subse-
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quent βn value indicates the expected increase in usability by
adding the corresponding permission.
Facebook Messenger. The usability coefficients are:
SEQ = 3.05 + 0.89AD + 0.71CA + 0.48L + 0.21CN
The baseline mean of Facebook Messenger’s usability
(in SEQ units) with all permissions removed is β0 = 3.05
(p < 0.001). The usability of Facebook Messenger is predicted
to increase by β1 = 0.89 (p < 0.001) when the Audio permission is added. For the Camera permission, the expected usability increase is β2 = 0.71 (p < 0.001) and for the Location permission β3 = 0.48 (p = 0.01). The Contacts permission did not
yield a significant result. The overall model fit is R2 = 0.17.
Our results indicate that the Audio and Camera permissions
have the highest impact on usability for Facebook Messenger,
which supports our findings in the previous subsections.
Instagram. For this app, the usability coefficients are:
SEQ = 3.17 + 0.29AD + 1.74CA + 0.62L + 0.33CN
The baseline mean of Instagram’s usability (in SEQ units)
with all permissions removed is β0 = 3.17 (p < 0.001). The
usability of Instagram is predicted to increase by β1 = 0.29
(p = 0.02) when the Audio permission is added. For the Camera permission, the expected usability increase is β2 = 1.74
(p < 0.001); Location permission β3 = 0.62 (p < 0.001); and
Contacts permission β4 = 0.33 (p = 0.01). The overall model
fit is R2 = 0.51. Our results indicate the Camera permission
has the highest impact on usability for Instagram, which supports our findings in the previous subsections.
Twitter. For this app, the usability coefficients are:
SEQ = 4.99 + 0.08AD + 1.04CA − 0.14CN
The baseline mean of Twitter’s usability (in SEQ units)
with all permissions removed is β0 = 4.99 (p < 0.001). Although both the Audio and Contacts permissions did not yield
significant results, the usability of Twitter is predicted to increase by β2 = 1.04 (p < 0.001) in SEQ units when the Camera permission is added. The overall model fit is R2 = 0.25.
Our results indicate the Camera permission has the highest impact on usability for Twitter, which supports our findings in the
previous subsections. We note that in Twitter, when users try to
find friends from contacts, if the version has the contacts permission, Twitter displays suggestions based on the user contacts. If the version does not have the contacts permission,
Twitter displays suggestions based on the user’s followers and
who follows them. This may explain why usability is relatively
unaffected by removing the contacts permission.
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6 Discussion and Implications
There are three primary contributions of this work: 1) we discover that it is possible to increase user privacy by disabling
app permissions while maintaining app usability for the tested
apps; 2) we confirm that the lattice-based approach efficiently
identifies less usable paths, allowing us to limit the number
of app versions that require testing; 3) we find that removing
certain types of permissions impacts the usability of various
apps differently. We also study and quantify how permissions
impact apps’ usability and find that removing certain permissions (e.g., access to the camera) disproportionately impacts
the usability of apps compared to removing other permissions
(e.g., access to contacts). Our findings have several implications as discussed next.

Privacy and usability not always in tension

One of the primary goals of this work was to determine
whether we could enhance user privacy (by disabling some
permissions) without degrading app usability. For each of the
three apps tested, we found at least one configuration where
removing one or more permissions resulted in an equivalent
level of usability. In other words, we identified specific instances where an explicit privacy-usability trade-off was absent. Although previous works proposed solutions to improve
the trade-off between privacy and usability in different contexts [12, 17, 50, 61], we demonstrate cases in which we increase privacy without trading off usability. We even find that,
in the case of Twitter, it is possible for the app to maintain a
high degree of usability even when three sensitive permissions
are disabled. Our findings have important implications for both
theory and practice of privacy-enhancing technologies: if there
does not always have to be a privacy-usability trade-off, then
designers can strive to find ways to increase user privacy without sacrificing usability.

Lattice based approach for crowd management

Our prior work proposed a lattice-based approach as a crowd
management strategy to explore the state space of permissions
efficiently [24]. This work demonstrated that by exploring configurations with only one permission removed, one can identify any unusable versions and use these to prune the search
space by ignoring all descendants of that version in the lattice.
We replicate and extend prior work by presenting evidence
about the efficacy of a lattice- and crowd-based management
approach across multiple apps.
We found that there are cases in which removing only one
permission causes an app to be unusable, whereas in others,
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removing multiple permissions does not affect the usability of
the app. The point of studying the differing lattice structures
is to understand the gradient with which usability decreases
(even if we know that it eventually drops), and how ‘high’ in
the lattice can we find a version that has not significantly affected usability while (perhaps greatly) increasing privacy.
We analyzed the usability scores in the lattice using three
different approaches presented in Section 5.4. They all show
that we can find cases in which we remove permissions without introducing a strict trade-off between usability and privacy, and they confirm that the lattice-based approach efficiently identifies less usable paths. However, there are differences between the results of the three approaches. For instance, in Twitter, removing the camera permission results in a
usability score that is below average using the threshold-based
approach, but the usability drop is not significant compared to
the baseline (original app). Further experimentation, as future
work, is needed to compare these approaches to determine how
best to prune lattice paths during crowd based exploration.

Understanding how disabling permissions affect apps

Another contribution of this work is that we show to what extent various permissions affect apps. Our scope is larger than
just understanding the effect of removing individual permissions. We seek to determine how removing combinations of
permissions affects an app’s usability. We found that the types
of permissions disabled affect each app differently (e.g., disabling the camera permission affects Instagram much more
than disabling the location permission). Moreover, although it
is trivial to predict the impact of removing some permissions
from some apps, there are situations in which the effect of disabling permissions is not so predictable. For example, for a
Flashlight app, it may seem obvious that disabling the camera
permission will make it useless because it blocks the app from
accessing the flash, but it is not trivial to know that disabling
the location or contacts permissions makes it unusable even
though these are not connected to its main functionality.
Using linear regression, we quantified the impact of removing permissions in terms of usability units. To help users
decide which permissions to disable while maintaining an
apps’ usability, the impact scores – through such linear regressions – can be integrated with systems that augment permission interfaces with recommendations [1, 34]. These scores
could also be used to generate recommendations based on a
usability threshold set by users.
Also, since the newest Android versions (Marshmallow
and Nougat) give users the ability to control what permissions
to enable or disable, developers will be challenged to make
apps robust when different combinations of permissions are
disabled. Therefore, our study can be useful to developers who
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wish to infer the usability of an app under different combinations of disabled permissions.
The current permission model, however, does not separate between use for core functionality vs. other uses. Users
may indeed disable permissions because they don’t know what
else the app does with the information, even if it affects core
functionality. Our work highlights the usability impact of disabling such permissions and demonstrates some apps handle
this more gracefully than others. However, much work remains
to be done to automatically determine contextually appropriate
uses of permissions and that direction is promising.

7 Limitations
Number of tested apps. Our study is based on only three apps,
albeit carefully chosen ones. We chose to limit the apps in this
study because our goal was to test the usefulness of this approach, and it would take an incredible number of resources to
test the entire library of phone apps (and would be ill-advised
before knowing whether the approach worked). To simultaneously limit our study and still impact as large a number of
users as possible, we decided to study popular, exemplar apps
actively used by more than a billion users combined (1.2 billion active monthly users for Facebook Messenger, 700 million active monthly users for Instagram, and 328 million active monthly users for Twitter) [52–54]. Choosing exemplars
from each category allowed us to compare how lattice structures/gradients might be structured within categories and how
they differ across categories. Despite these strengths, we advise caution when generalizing our findings to other apps. In
particular, the three apps we used in our study are popular apps
in the overarching ‘social networking’ category, and thus, our
findings are most applicable to that category. We encourage future work on studying an extensive set of apps, and we would
like to see a more extensive analysis of inter-app differences
through experimentation with numerous apps. Finally, we note
that even if we made an extremely limiting assumption that our
results could only be applied to these three apps, the results
would still apply to billions of existing users.
The list of tested tasks. In this work, we chose a list of
popular and common tasks associated with each app (validated through the pilot study and eventually through the experiment). This set of tasks was picked for being representative
and so that participants could test apps in a reasonable time
period. The usability scores are representative only of those
sets of popular tasks, and the scores may differ for other tasks.
Nevertheless, since all versions for a given app were tested
with the same set of app-specific tasks, the relative differences
still yield meaningful findings for popular uses of those apps.
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As future work, it would be interesting to compare the results
that we got from our current controlled experiment using fixed
tasks with having participants use the apps as they normally
would for a reasonable amount of time. Thus, more work is
needed to study the impact of permission removal on different
users based on their individual usage patterns (our previous
study shed light on this aspect but would need a different experimental design than we perform in this study).
Study population. Since we are exploring crowdsourcing
(and Amazon Mechanical Turk is a crowdsourcing platform),
our sample was picked from crowd workers (“MTurkers”).
We restricted participation to U.S.-only MTurkers. Although
there is evidence that data collected from Amazon Mechanic
Turk is reflective of real-world behavior in different contexts
[8, 37], some researchers have shown how the MTurk population differs from the U.S. population: the professional survey takers [45] are younger, better educated, more savvy with
social media, and more privacy conscious [26]. We carefully
designed our study to remove privacy biases by making tasks
uniform for all MTurkers and assessing only usability. Moreover, while the quality of results from tests on MTurk are not
as good as lab-based testing, Liu et al. [35] found that MTurk
was a viable platform for usability testing. A general concern with using platforms such as MTurk is gaming by the
workers. Peer et al. found that using higher reputation workers
(with 95% approval rating) or attention-check questions improved the quality of data [38]. In our pilot testing, we found
that higher reputation workers were still failing attention check
questions, which led us to use both approaches.

8 Conclusions
We analyzed a “lattice based” crowdsourcing strategy for identifying which permissions can be disabled for apps while still
maintaining their usability. Through an experiment-based user
study with 555 participants, we shed light on how permissions
are structured within and across apps to better guide a crowdsourced exploration of app configurations. Building on our
previous work, we not only replicate previous findings through
a larger sample size, validated measures, and multiple apps,
but we also determine to what extent removing various permissions impact different apps. Our findings have implications for
the design of crowdsourcing strategies in discovering privacy
enhanced configurations of mobile apps and making privacy
recommendations to users when choosing and installing apps.
Our techniques can be used to predict the usability impact of
disabling permissions and provide feedback to users on how
their decisions to limit permissions may impact the user experience.
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Unlike most other approaches, our work addresses the impact on usability of privacy decisions, which requires human
involvement in contrast to automated approaches that analyze
execution of apps. We believe we have made a significant
step forward in understanding the application of crowdsourcing with efficient crowd management to the privacy and usability of mobile apps. We advocate further research to study
more categories of apps as well as larger sets of permissions.
Finally, although our approach can be easily integrated into
existing app stores where, for example, user ratings are collected along with configurations selected by the users, further
research into incentivizing the crowd is necessary for a more
structured exploration of configurations.
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A Additional Tables
Removed Permissions Facebook Messenger Instagram
{AD}
1.0
{CA}
1.0
1.6
{L}
{CN}
{AD,CA}
2.1
2.1
{AD,L}
1.8
1.1
{AD,CN}
1.4
{CA,L}
1.6
2.1
{CA,CN}
1.6
2.9
{L,CN}
{AD,CA,L}
0.9
3.2
{AD,CA,CN}
1.7
2.4
{AD,L,CN}
1.1
1.5
{CA,L,CN}
1.4
2.7
{AD,CA,L,CN}
1.9
3.3
AD: Audio, CA: Camera, L: Location, CN: Contacts

Table 4. Cohen D values for the effect size for the significant differences between the baseline and versions.

Number of Removed permissions
0–1
0–2
0–3
0–4
1–2
1–3
1–4
2–3
2–4
3–4

Facebook Messenger
1.2
1.0
1.4
0.9
0.8
1.3
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Instagram
0.74
1.3
2.3
3.3
0.6
1.3
1.8
0.6
1.3
0.5

Table 5. Cohen D values for the effect size for the significant differences in usability as a results of the number of removed permissions

Removed Permissions
Facebook Messenger Instagram
{ } – {AD}
1.0
{ } – {CA}
1.0
1.6
{AD} – {AD,CA}
1.2
{AD} – {AD,L}
0.9
1.3
{L} – {CA,L}
{CN} – {AD,CN}
1.8
{CN} – {CA,CN}
2.1
2.7
{AD,L} – {AD,CA,L}
2.2
{AD,CN} – {AD,CA,CN}
1.9
{AD,CN} – {AD,L,CN}
1.1
{L,CN} – {CA,L,CN}
0.9
{AD,CA,CN} – {AD,CA,L,CN}
1.1
AD: Audio, CA: Camera, L: Location, CN: Contacts

Twitter

1.1

1.2
0.9

Table 6. Cohen D values for the effect size for the significant differences between nodes in Figures 4a, 4b and 4c

B The survey
Display the consent form.
Then display screening questions.
Non-eligible User: If any of the following conditions were received from the participant: Do not have an Android device,
or do not have a data plan or wifi connectivity , or have and
Android version older than 4.0 in Twitter and Instagram, and
other than 5.0 for Facebook Messenger, or never use the AppName, or do not live in the United States or younger than 18
years old. Then the survey recipient is sent to the end of the
survey. Other than that, we display the questions bellow.
What is your Mechanical Turk ID?
Please select your gender
–
–
–
–

Male
Female
Would prefer not to answer
Other:

Please select the highest level of education that you have
achieved.
– No High School
– High School
– Undergraduate Degree
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– Master’s Degree
– Professional (MD, JD/PhD)
What is your primary racial or ethnic background? Please select all that apply.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Hispanic or Latino
American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian
Black or African American
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
White
Other:

For Twitter: Which of the following tasks do you regularly
perform in Twitter? (Select all that apply)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Post tweets with pictures
Post tweets with videos
Post tweets with location tags
Post tweets with text only
Re-tweet other people’s tweets
Favorite other people’s tweets
Send direct messages
Find friends from your contacts

For Instagram:Which of the following tasks do you regularly
perform in Instagram? (Select all that apply)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Post pictures
Post videos
Tag your location on posts
Comment on posts
like posts
Send direct messages
Find friends from your contacts

For Facebook Messenger: Which of the following tasks do you
regularly perform in Facebook Messenger? (Select all that apply)
–
–
–
–
–
–

Send pictures
Send videos
Send Audio messages
Send text messages
Share your location
Find friends from your contacts

App installation:
We highly recommend that you connect to a free
wifi network to avoid extra charges from your cellular
provider.Uninstall the App-Name from your phone. You
can accomplish that by going to Settings >Apps or Application manager>Find App-Name in the list and click on
it>click Uninstall.Allow installation of non-Market apps. You
can accomplish that by going to Settings >Apps OR secu-
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rity>make sure that the Unknown sources choice is checked.
Install the following customized App-Name on your phone:
Enter this link into your phone’s browser and make sure
to type it as it is exactly because it is case sensitive:
http://URL.TO.APP.VERSION
OR
Scan the following QR Code with a bar code scanner:

To be able to continue the survey, you are required to successfully install the app. If you are unable to install the app, you
may choose to abandon this task now and quit the study. OR
you may contact us for technical help. Please email us at ourEmail@something.edu What is your current status?
– I successfully installed the customized App-Name
– I cannot install the app and I sent an email to receive technical help
– I cannot install the app and I would like to quit the study
If the third option, "I cannot install the app and I would like to
quit the study," is selected, the participant is then sent to the
end of the survey.
What is the name of the customized app as it appears in your
app list?(we show an example)
Log in using the following credentials:
Username: a user name
Password: a password
To be able to continue the survey, you are required to successfully login. If you are unable to login, please email us at
ourEmail@something.edu. What is your current status?
– I successfully logged in
– I cannot login and I would like to quit the study
If the second option "I cannot login and I would like to quit
the study" is selected, the participant is sent to the end of the
survey.
Twitter Tasks:
Task 1: Tag Location: Post a new tweet and tag any location on it (it does NOT have to be your own location). The
tweet can be as simple as "Hello there". The location tag can
be added by clicking on the location icon that appears with the
options in the tweet editor. (If the app crashes or it does not let
you finish the task, answer the questions below then move on
to the next task)
Now answer the following questions about the task you have
just completed (Tagging a location). Did you successfully tag
a location on a tweet and post it?
-Yes -No -I don’t know
Overall how difficult or easy did you find it to tag a location
on a tweet and post it?
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If the score is 4 or below: Why was it difficult to tag a location
on a tweet and post it?
Task 2: Post a Video: Post a new tweet with a new, short
video. Use Twitter’s camera to record a new video. Make
sure that the video does not contain faces or any other private information. (For example, you may simply record your
room’s wall.) Do NOT upload a video from your phone’s
gallery. (If the app crashes or it does not let you finish the task,
answer the questions below then move on to the next task)
Now answer the following questions about the task you have
just completed (Posting a tweet with a video).
Did you successfully tag a location on a tweet and post it?
-Yes -No -I don’t know
If “Yes”, then: Please describe the video that you posted:
Overall how difficult or easy did you find it to record a short
video using Twitter’s camera and post it?

If the score is 4 or below: Why was it difficult to record a short
video using Twitter’s camera and post it?
Task 3: Post a Picture: Post a new tweet with a new picture.
Take a new picture using Twitter’s camera and post it. Make
sure that the picture does NOT contain faces or any other private information. (For example, you may simply take a picture
of your room’s wall.)
Do NOT upload a picture from your phone’s gallery. (If the
app crashes or it does not let you finish the task, answer the
questions below then move on to the next task)
Now answer the following questions about the task you have
just completed (Posting a tweet with a picture).
Did you successfully take a picture using Twitter’s camera and
post it?
-Yes -No -I don’t know
If “Yes”, then: Please describe the picture that you posted?
Overall how difficult or easy did you find it to take a picture
using Twitter’s camera and post it?

If the score is 4 or below: Why was it difficult to take a picture
using Twitter’s camera and post it?
Task 4: Viewing Contacts: Performing the following step will
allow Twitter to access the contacts on your phone. If you are
not comfortable with this, you may skip this step.
Click on "find people". Depending on your Twitter’s version,
this feature can be reached by either clicking on the find people icon that can be found in Twitter’s top menu. Alternatively,
you can click on on the top menu to reach "find people" op-
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tion. Click on continue, and then skip the question that asks
you for your phone number. Now, answer the following questions about your list of suggested friends. (If the app crashes
or it does not let you finish the task, answer the question below
then move on to the next task)
Now answer the following questions about the task you have
just completed (Viewing suggested friends from your contacts).
How many friends did Twitter suggest?
–
–
–
–

0-10 friends suggested
More than 10 friends suggested
Unable to count
I would rather not perform this task

If the answer is "Unable to count", then: Why you were unable
to count the number of suggested friends from your contacts
in Twitter?
– The app stopped working
– Other
If “I would rather not perform this task”, then: Why did you
choose not to perform this task?
Overall how difficult or easy did you find it to count the number of suggested friends from your contacts in Twitter?

If the score is 4 or below: Why was it difficult to count the
number of suggested friends from your contacts in Instagram?
Task 5: Send a DM Go to messages, create a new direct message saying "Hello there" and send it to UserX. (If the app
crashes or it does not let you finish the task, answer the questions below then move on to the next task)
Now answer the following questions about the task you have
just completed (Sending a direct message).
Did you successfully send a direct message to UserX?
-Yes -No -I don’t know
Overall how difficult or easy did you find it to send a direct
message to UserX?

If the score is 4 or below:
Why was it difficult to send a direct message to UserX?
Task 6: Retweet: Go to UserX account and retweet or Undo
retweet for any tweet. (If the app crashes or it does not let you
finish the task, answer the questions below then move on to the
next task) Now answer the following questions about the task
you have just completed (retweet or undo retweet).
Did you successfully retweet or undo retweet any tweet from
UserX’s account?
-Yes -No -I don’t know
Overall how difficult or easy did you find it to retweet or undo
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retweet any tweet from UserX’s account?

If the score is 4 or below:
Why was it difficult to retweet or undo retweet any tweet from
UserX’s account?
Task 7: Comment with a Random Number: Post the following
tweet: "Hello number XXXX" (XXXX is a randomly generated number) (If the app crashes or it does not let you finish
the task, answer the questions below then move on to the next
task) Now answer the following questions about the task you
have just completed (Posting a tweet).
Did you successfully post the tweet?
-Yes -No -I don’t know
Overall how difficult or easy did you find it to post the tweet?

If the score is 4 or below: Why was it difficult to post the
tweet?
Facebook Messenger Tasks:
Task 1: Tag Location: (This task is similar to Twitter’s
Task 1. In Facebook Messenger’s context, we ask to share a
location with a friend in the list).
Task 2: Post a Video: (This task is similar to Twitter’s Task
2. In Facebook Messenger’s context, we ask to send a video
recorded using Facebook Messenger’s camera to a friend in
the list).
Task 3: Post a Picture: (This task is similar to Twitter’s
Task 3. In Facebook Messenger’s context, we ask to send a
picture taken using Facebook Messenger’s camera to a friend
in the list).
Task 4: Viewing Contacts: (This task is similar to Twitter’s
Task 4).
Task 5: Send an Audio Message: Find "UserX" in your
friends list and send him a short, new audio message.
Record the new audio message using Facebook Messenger’s
microphone and send it. Make sure that the message does
NOT contain any private information. (For example, you may
simply record a message that says "Hello there") (If the app
crashes or it does not let you finish the task, answer the questions below then move on to the next task) Now answer the
following questions about the task you have just completed
(Sending an audio message).
Did you successfully send an audio message to UserX?
-Yes -No -I don’t know
Overall how difficult or easy did you find it to send an audio
message to UserX?
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If the score is 4 or below: Why was it difficult to send an audio
message to UserX?
Task 6: Send a Message with a Random Number: (This task is
similar to Twitter’s Task 7. In Facebook Messenger’s context,
we ask to send a specific random number to a friend in the list).
Instagram Tasks:
Task 1: Tag Location: (This task is similar to Twitter’s
Task 1. In Instagram’s context, we ask to upload a picture and
tag any location on it).
Task 2: Post a Video: (This task is similar to Twitter’s Task
2. In Instagram’s context, we ask to post a video recorded using Instagram’s camera).
Task 3: Post a Picture: (This task is similar to Twitter’s
Task 3. In Instagram’s context, we ask to post a picture taken
using Instagram’s camera).
Task 4: Viewing Contacts: (This task is similar to Twitter’s
Task 4).
Task 5: Send a DM: Take a picture using Instagram’s camera and send it as direct message to UserX. (If the app crashes
or it does not let you finish the task, answer the questions below then move on to the next task) Now answer the following
questions about the task you have just completed (Sending a
direct message).
Did you successfully take a picture using Instagram’s camera
and send it as a direct message to UserX?
-Yes -No -I don’t know
Overall how difficult or easy did you find it to take a picture
using Instagram’s camera and send it as a direct message to
UserX?

If the score is 4 or below: Why was it difficult to take a picture
using Instagram’s camera and send it as a direct message to
UserX?
Task 6: Like a Picture: Go to UserX account and Like or Unlike any picture. (If the app crashes or it does not let you finish
the task, answer the questions below then move on to the next
task) Now answer the following questions about the task you
have just completed (Liking or Unliking a picture).
Did you successfully like or unlike any picture from UserX’s
account?
-Yes -No -I don’t know
Overall how difficult or easy did you find it to like or unlike
any picture from UserX’s account?

If the score is 4 or below: Why was it difficult to like or unlike
any picture from UserX’s account?
Task 7:Comment with a Random Number: (This task is similar to Twitter’s Task 7. In Instagram’s context, we ask to find a
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specific picture and add a comment to it with a specific random
number).
System Usability Scale:
Please answer these questions:
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If “Rarely”, “Occasionally”, “Almost every time”, “Every
time”, or “Never”: Have you ever stopped installation of an
app because of the permissions it requested?
– Yes
– No
– I don’t know
If “Yes”, then: Why?
–
–
–
–

I didn’t like the permissions
There were too many permissions
I thought the app did not need them
I don’t know

Technical Questions:
How long have you had an Android smartphone?
–
–
–
–

Less than a year
1-2 years
3-4 years
More than 4 years

Please answer "Rarely" to this question:
–
–
–
–
–

Never
Rarely
Occasionally
Almost every time
I don’t know

How often do you check the permissions requested by an app
before installing it on your phone?
–
–
–
–
–
–

Never
Rarely
Occasionally
Almost every time
Every time
I don’t know

If “Never”, then: Why?
–
–
–
–
–

I never thought about it.
I don’t care about what permissions apps request.
I trust all apps on the Google Play store
I usually check the reviews instead
Other
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